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Abstract
Cheryl L. Buff
A Comparison of Multiage Education and Graded Education in tile Areas of Academics,




This study compared the effects of multiage education and graded education on
academic peformance, social skills development and parent, student and teacher attitudes
toward school.
The 34 multiage students and the 27 graded students were assessed through
curriculum based tests and informal reading inventories. Statistica analyses were
completed A significant difference was found.
Both groups of students completed a social sills development survey
Cafeteria/playground aides were surveyed and discipline referrals were examined to find
the percentage of students in each group who received a detentiot for a discipline
violation. Data was collected, and statistically analyzed. No signif cant difference was
found.
The parents of both groups of students completed a survelr about their impressions
of the education of their children. Both groups of students complied a survey about their
attitudes toward school. The two multiage teachers and the two graded teachers added
information through discussion and interview to determine their altitudes toward their




A Comparison of Multiage Education and Graded Education in the Areas of Academics,




This study compared the effects ofmultiage education and graded education on
academic performance, social skills development and parent, stid:nt and teacher attitudes
toward school.
A significant difference was found between groups in the area of academic
performance No significant differences were found in the areas of social skills
development and parent, student and teacher. attitudes toward schoiol.
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S/gnficance of the Study
The multiage classroom is currently being implemented in many schools across
the nation The National MulTiage Institute based at Northern Arizona University in
Flagstaff Arizona, reports the following:
The state of Kentucky has mandated multiage classes for kindergarten through
third grade. Mississippi and Oregon are looking at similar legislation.
Pennsylvania, California7 Texas, sew York and Tennesiee are reported to be
developing similar programs. Multiage programs can be seen in Arizona
Washington, Maine, Colorado, Missouri, Wisconsin and Indiana. (1995)
New Jersey schools are following the most recent educational trerds and beginning
multiage classrooms in districts such as Cherry ill, Maple Sbade :ad Washington
Township.
According to Grant the concepts of "looping and MultiLge hold the most
promise for classroom success because they're enthusiastically embraced by teachers,
principals, students and parents." (The Society For Developmental Education, 1997)
"Multiage grouping does away with grade level distinctions and is organized so that
classes are made up of primary children of varying ages and abilities. Children may remain
with the same teacher(s) for their primary years.' (Multiage, Nongraded Primary Program,
1996)
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The Center for the Expanslon of Language and Thinkings reports that muLtiage
classrooms may vary in arrangement Children may be assigned a grade level, as in a mixed
age situation, or may not receive a grade level designation and simnly be considered
primary students in an ungraded classroom. The design of multiage education remains
consistent even if the classroom set up changes. The participating primary children are
most often divided equally by age, staying with the same teacher or teaching team for two
to three years depending upon the program. "Each year, one third of the class (the oldest)
leaves and a new third (the youngest) enters." (The Center for the lxpansion of Language
and Thinking [CELT], 1991)
Miller writes in his article from The School A inistrat that multiage means
"two or more grade levels that have been intentionally blended togtherc to improve
learning. The child's developmental needs, regardless of grade level cuarcular or
administrative placement, stand out as a key defining characteristic of the multiage
concept." (1996)
Miller's definition makes mention of a child's developmental needs. The
multiage classroom operates from a perspective that appears to be iagetian m nature. A
multiage educator must be familiar with Piaget's stages of child development as well as
Gardner's multiple intelligences. The basic premise of the multiage classroom is accepting
and educating children with a wide range of cognitive abilities and learning styles.
Educators and researchers such as GCaustad, Tapper and Ross all ccnfirm this through their
research and implementation of multiage classrooms.
To prepare for the education of primary multiage students, "teachers need an in
depth knowledge of child development and learning and a larger repertoire of instructional
strategies than most single-grade teachers possess." (Caustad, 1995) Gaustad reports that
students will be fncitioning at varying levels) so learning expcenencs must be open-ended
and divergent Expertise in flexible grouping and cooperative learning is necessary. (1995)
Tapper offers two metaphors to define multiage education as it diffrs from.traditional
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education. Tapper refers to traditional education as a staircase, where one step is taken
after skills on the preceding step are mastered. Multiage education, however, is a path.
"Students come to us somewhere along the path Sometimes they run swiftly, other times
they seem to wander slowly. When they get to a particular place iii the path they leave us."
(1996) Multiage education by definition allows students to "move through a continuum
without regard to age or grade barriers Students do not compete with and are not
compared to other students, but do compete and are compared aglinst their own
measured abilities and achievements. (Lake George Elementary School, 1995) "Multage
organization facilitates the use of developmentally appropriate practices." (Gaustad, 1995)
The Center for the Expansion of Language and Thinking acknowledges that
"throughout life, people's learning and growth plateaus at times, sc metimes regresses, and
at other times, spurts forward." (1991) Nawanna B.Privett, a memser of the Kentucky
Department of Education and director of elementary schools in the Fayette County Public
Schools states succinctly:
The major premises of the ungraded program are that all young children, ages
five through eight, can progress continuously, without fear of failure, in flexible
groups and at their own pace and that all children can learn when they
experience developmentally appropriate activities that a e carefully planned,
implemeted, and assessed. (1996)
Schools piloting multiage programs are witnessing advantages regarding
academic performance, social skills development and parent, teacher, and student attitudes
toward school "Children develop at different rates cognitively, socially, emotionally,
academically, and physically We are tailoring our educational program to better meet each
child's needs at each stage of development and not simply cover a grade level curriculum."
(Ilultiage, Nongraded Primary Program, 1996)
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Because the child's development is recognized, educato's and researchers have
predicted, and are observing academic benefits. Tapper reports benefits to special needs
students:
Since nongraded or multiage programs focus on individual students in a diverse
setting, the curriculum is geared to everyone on the cur'e, not just those in the
middle This helps special needs children who know that. they can fit in and
challenges talented children because "grade level" is no .onger enough to get
by. (1996)
Educators in traditional classrooms often view students with varying abilities as a problem.
"In mixed-age primaries, however, the mix of abilities is seen not s a problem but as a
wonderful resource to be celebrated and used for the benefit of al." (CELT, 1991)
A concern of administrators, teachers, and parents is the: combination of older
and younger students in one classroom. Academic benefits are pre!;ent not in spite of this
combination. but because of it. Older children are models for the younger ones while "the
presence of younger children provides an opportunity for less stressful and more
successful interaction for those older children who are less mature, The presence of
younger ones can also help reverse the unhealthy trend of'pushing down' the curriculum"
(CELT, 1991) The younger children also help educators to provide a developmentally
appropriate curriculum in the multiage classroom (CELT, 1991)
Lolli reports in The World fMultiage that "children are free to work on
whatever level they are comfortable and are not 'forced' by grade l:vel expectation to
function at a level too high or too low for them" (n d ) Teachers ace able to facilitate this
learning in a multtage setting because of the two to three year period in which students are
members of a teacher's classroom This time "allows the teacher to do a more effective job
of pacing the student's education and providing a much greater understanding of each
child's style of learning." (Lake George Elementary School, 1995) GCrant, Johnson and
Richardson cite research by Anderson and Pavan-that "a nongraded environment is
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particularly benefical for [African-Americans], boys, underachievers, and students of
lower socioeconomic status in terms of their academic achievement and mental health."
(1995)
Pilot schools are also seeing advantages in the area of social skills. "Children
have a broader social experience with increased opportunities to lead and to follow, to
collaborate and to make stable peer relationships" (Mattem and Y:ates, 1995) Lake
George Elementary School, a site ofmultiage educatione reports that the goal of the
school is:
to provide an environment that will allow students to become successful
learners, to enjoy learning, and to develop abilities in mlcking responsible
decisions and choices about what they learn in relation o their own interest and
stage of development. We want our students to be prepared in all academic
areas. However, our major emphasis is assisting the students to experience
success, acquire self-confidence self-direction, and nde:pendence. Respect and
trust in the student is one of our most basic principles (1995)
The Lake George Elementary School also reports that their multiage setting is conducive
to younger students learning positive behaviors from their older classmates, which helps in
the development of independent study skills and self-reliance. Also because of the
association of older and younger students, responsibility and caring is modeled. Lolli in
The World ofMultiage reiterates this point. "Children work together and help each other
without regard to grade level distinctions or ages or ability levels.' (n-d.) Another source
reports that "One of the most important theoretical premises behind the mixed age primary
is that learning is social children not only learn from adults; they leaam from each other
(CELT, 1991)
The parents of multiage students are clearly seeing benefits for their children.
Grant, Johnson and Richardson suggest that parents should fully understand the pnnciples
of the multiage program before placng a child in that classroom. Most often, parents of
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children in a multiage classroom 'have an opportunity to establish *i strong relationship
with the child's teacher over a period of several years. ' (Grant, Johnson and Richardson,
1995) Parents and teachers are partners in developing long-term goals. Also, anxiety is
reduced as each new school year begins because there is a familiarity with the teacher as
well as classroom routines. The Lake George Elementary School also believes that
parental choice of teachig teams provides parents with ownership of the program and
allows the parents to be active participants in the education of thel children. (1995) The
Center for the Expansion of Language and Thinking reports that parental support is
increased because "mixed age primaries promote better communication between home and
school," (1991) "As the student-teacher-parent relationship develops over a longer period
of time, students will receive a greater support for. their success m:school." (Mattem and
Yates, 1995)
The attitudes of students also appear to be positive regarding their participation
in a multiage classroom. Children were happy to "become involved in various peer
tutoring activities and the older students seemed to enjoy the new sense of leadership that
they were expected to fulfill while working with their yotnger pees " (eanroy, 1996) The
Concrete Elementary School in Washington state reports much success regarding student
attitudes and achievements. Student retention, while not completely eliminated, has been
reduced with the implementation of multiage education- Student attendance rates were
increased while discipline referrals decreased (Jeanroy, 1996) Mubtiage educators report
"industriousness, independence, and self reliance," as well as "new found excitement for
learning and...a love for school," as students participate in the first year of the program.
By the second year, educators observe "improved student attendance, an overall higher
level of discipline, more altruistic behavior, and enhanced self-concepts" on the part of the
multiage students. (Grant et al., 1995) "Mixed age grouping invites cooperation and
nurturing and tends to reduce discipline problems." (CELT, 1991) A family feeling and a
sense of belonging are encouraged.
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Teachers who are participating in muLtiage classrooms are positive about
school. The multiage teacher is "less of a lecturer and more of a fhcilitator or tutor "
(Miller, 1996) Multiage educators are also pleased that the older primary students are
aware of classroom routines at the begminng of each school year. "Therefore less teacher
time is needed to start class and teach appropriate classroom behavior, and there is more
time to devote to the younger children who need the most help. (Lake George Elementary
School, 1995) While multiage educators report much stress and exhaustion in reorganizing
materials, classroom space and curriculum, the same teachers report "a long-term interest
in the education and welfare of children largely because they have seen significant positive
changes. In addition, teachers feel they have made valuable contrimutions to the
development of a program in which they feel ownership." (Jeanroy, 1996)
While the successes of multiage education are many, onlly few pitfalls have been
reported. From the academic perspective, one may suspect that the de-emphasized grade
level barriers may contribute to teachers overlooking learning disrbilities or neglecting
gifted learners. Perhaps the most common academic disadvantage is the multiage
classroom becomes a special education environment because of it. accommodating nature.
(Grant et al., 1995) From a teaching perspective, one may anticipite personality conlfits
between students and teachers to be uncomfortable and prolonged in a two to three year
muluage program. Difficult parents remain a burden to multiage teachers for the duration
of the student's participation in the program. (Crant et al., 1995)
While not yet mandated in the state of New Jersey, sev ral New Jersey school
districts are investigating the strategies of implementing multiage education, as well as
evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of existing multiage programs. It is necessary
for one to determine benefits and pitfalls of multiage education as well as consider the
multiage students' academic performance, social skills development and attitudes of
parents, students and teachers toward school.
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Statement of the Prohlem
Could it be that multiage education is an educational trend that will result in
improved academic performance and social skills development among the participating
students and also have a positive effect on parent, student and teacher attitudes toward
school? This study will attempt to investigate the definitions and purposes of multiage
education. Also considered will be the preparation necessary to implement multiage
education and the critena used for selecting students who will participate in the multiage
classroom This study will assess the academic performance of mu.tiage students as
compared to graded students, will attempt to evaluate the development of social skills
among multiage students as compared to graded students, and examine attitudes of
participating multiage and graded parents, students and teachers. Finally, successes and
failures of the multiage program will be examined.
Purpose of the Smtdy
The Washington Township School District is currently piloting a multiage
classroom at Thomas Jefferson Elementary School. This multiage Llassroom
accommodates 34 students in the second and third grades. An additional multiage
classroom is being considered for the 1997-1998 school year which will accommodate
students in grades four and five.
The purpose of this study is to determine the effect muli.iage education will have
on students' academic performance, social skills development and :arent, student and
teacher attitudes toward school as compared to the effect graded, or traditional education
will have on the same variables.
This study will attempt to investigate the definitions anc. purposes of the
multiage classroom, and determine if these definitions and purposes are consistent with
those of the graded, or traditional classroom.
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Statement of the Hypothesis
There will be no significant difference between the curri ular outcomes in a
multiage setting as compared to the currcular outcomes in a graded, or traditional setting.
A. There will be no significant difference in the academic performance of
students paicipating in a multiage classroom as compared to the academic performance
of students in a graded classroom.
B There will be no significant difference in the development of social skills
among students participating in a multiage classroom as compared to the development of
social skills among students in a graded classroom.
C. There will be no significant difference in the attitudes toward school among
parents of students participating in a multiage classroom as compared to the attitudes
toward school among parents of students participating in a graded classroom
D. There will be no significant difference in the attitude; toward school among
students participating in a multiage classroom as compared to the Attitudes toward school
among students participating in a graded classroom.
E. There will be no significant difference in the attitudes toward school among
teachers participating in a multiage classroom as compared to the attitudes toward school
among teachers participating in a graded classroom.
Mefthn Of Sf
This study will attempt to investigate the preparation necessary for
implementation of the multiage classroom at the Thomas Jefferso, Elementary School.
The study will also attempt to address the criteria used for selection of students. Through
the interview of participating multiage educators, and a review of The multiage classroom
proposal for the Washington Township Board of Education, this study hopes to acquire
this information, The goals of the program w11 be investigated for the purpose of
comparison to traditional classroom goals.
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This study will attempt to compare the academic perfo mance of grade three
multiage students at Thomas Jefferson Elementary School with the academic performance
of grade three students in a traditional classroom at Thomas Jefferson Elementary School.
This performance will be assessed through examination of curriculum based tests and
informal reading inventories.
This study will also attempt to compare the development of social skills among
students in grades two and three in the multiage classroom at Thomas Jefferson
Elemoetary School with the development of social skills among g:ade three students in a
traditional classroom at Thomas Jefferson Elementary School. The development of social
skills will be assessed through teacher observations and interviews. as well as student
surveys. Both grade levels in the multiage setting vall be considered to adequately evaluate
the development of social skills of the "alders" and "youngers" because both are educated
in the same environment, and research cites that each group will influence the other
Finally, this study wiu attempt to compare attitudes of parents, students and
teachers involved in a multiage classroom with the attitudes of parents, students and
teachers involved in a traditional classroom Attitudes will be assessed through parent,
student and teacher surveys and interviews.
Limitation of the Study
The Thomas Jefferson Elementary School is currently piloting a multiage
classroom for students in grades two and three. The present school year, 1996-1997, is the
first full year of the existence of the program. This is a possible liii.tation of the study,
because the two year multiage cycle has not yet been completed. Therefore, standardized
test results, curriculum based test results, teacher observations and parent, student and
teacher surveys will not reflect a complete multiage program. Alsc, because there is only
one multiage classroom at the present time, the number of studen.:s participating is very
small
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A second limitation is that the third grade classroom being compared to the
multiage classroom is not traditional in all aspects The classroom considered as a
traditional model is an In-Class Support environment with approxinately one third of the
class requiring academic modifications and/or assistance with social skills development as
per individualized Educational Plans. The multiage classroom offe.s a team teaching
approach to instruction as does the traditional grade three classroc m in this study.
Another possible limitation is that the teachers in the mni.tiage classroom may
not be able to share information regarding the students, or may no. be willing to allow
research to be conducted involving their students or the parents of their students. After
much discussion with the multiage teachers, this anticipated limitation seems unlikely,
A final anticipated limitation may be a lack of response ;:o parent, student and
teacher surveys. The class size of the multiage classroom is 34, of'which approximately
half are third grade students, while the class size of the graded classroom is 27. Most all
parents and students would have to be willing to complete surveys in order to receive a
number of responses to reliably analyze results The multiage classroom employs two
certified educators, one instructional aide, and one student aide. The traditional classroom
employs two certified educators. The small number of teachers wculd require that all
involved be willing to participate in observations and surveys to achieve a reasonable
number of responses.
Definition of Term Isd
Grant, Johnson and Richardson offer a concise definition of terms in their 1995
publication. "Multiyear placement simply means that the students s;tay with the same
teacher for more than one year. The multiage and looping classrooms are the best
examples of a multiple-year classroom." A looping classroom differs from a multiage
classroom in that looping refers to a single grade class staying tognther with one teacher
for two to three years. Reasons for implementation of such a program are that it is "'a low-
risk concept that requires little funding and minimal training," and does not utilize
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additional preparation time or classroom space. A multiage classroom, on the other hand,
refers to multiple grades combining together to stay with the same teacher or teaching
team for two to three years.
The ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood Education (as
cited in Privett, 1996) in a digest "Nongraded and Mixed-Age CGrTuping in Early Children
Programs" also offers definitions of frequently overlapped terms. Multiage may also be
referred to as mixed-age grouping since the "age span of the class is greater than one year
but they extend beyond the homogeneity principle," (1996)
Nongraded and ungraded are also terms associated with the multiage concept
Because "multiage grouping is a grouping procedure that results in most classrooms
containing students of various ages rather than the traditional one age group or grade,"
(Lake George Elementary School, 1995) it may be refered to as iongraded or ungraded.
Children in such a situation are grouped for instruction based upon their "perceived
readiness to acquire knowledge and skills." (ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early
Childhood Education, 1996) Age does not influence grouping.
The converse ofnongraded or ungraded would be grac.ed. Graded refers to a
single grade classroom with students being taught by one teacher for the period of one
year before moving to the next grade with a different teacher for T:hat year.
Finally, one must be cautious to distinguish between a nultiage continuous
progress classroom and a combination/split-grade classroom. Whnu a school implements a
multage continuous progress class, it is "usually done for philosophical and educational
reasons." (Grant et al.,1995) Educators feel that a student will beefiit from being with one
teacher over a period of two to three years, and the teacher wil benefit from gathering
student information to utilize over this same time frame. Continuous progress also implies
subject integration, developmentally appropriate lessons, cooperative learning
appreciation of multiple inteigences and on-going assessment.
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The combination/split-grade classroom is very different Tom the multiage
continuous progress classroom.
A conbination/split-grade class often exists only for a one-year
period. It is usually created for budgetary reasons or because there are too few
students to justify two different classrooms. Staff in a combination or split-
grade report great difficulty teaching and managing two separate grade levels
(Grant et al., 1995)
Chapter One has been an attempt to establish the significance ofa study of
multiage education. The problem has been stated, and the purpose for the study expressed.
The general hypothesis, that no significant differences will be found between multiage and
graded education, and several specific hypotheses concerning academic performance,
social skills development and attitudes of parents, students and tea:hers toward school
have been developed The method of study has been outlined, and possible limitations
have been anticipated. Finally, the chapter concluded with a definition of terms frequently
used in discussions of multiage and graded education.
Chapter Two will attempt to present current literature regarding multiage
education. The purposes of multiage education will be addressed, ;nd the preparation for
the program, as well as the methods used for selection of participalts will be reported.
The chapter will conclude with research that has been collected specifically concerning
academic performance, social skills development and parent, studeat and teacher attitudes
about the multiage program.
Chapter Three will describe the procedure used to implement this study The
populations of the experimental group and the control group will be defined. The
instruments used and the methods of determining results wdll be discussed.
Chapter Four will present the findings of this study. A si:atistical analysis of the
data will be explained and summarized.
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Chapter Five will attempt to draw conclusions based On the findings.
Recommendations for future study will be made.
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Chapter Two
Definitions and Plrpses of Multiage Education
According to the Center for the Expansion ofLanguag! and Thinking, "mixed
grade and ungraded primaries are classrooms in which the ages of children in a single
classroom will span several years " (1991) A charactenstic of the multiage classroom is
multiple blended grades with the students remaining with the sam: teacher or teaching
team for two to three years. (Grant et al., 1995) Grant, Johnson and Richardson contend
that "a multiage educational program is a union of an organizational structure and unique
combinations of teaching and learning strategies. The way learning occurs is made possible
by the multiple age structure." (1995)
The multiage curriculum encourages problem solving through the use of "real
world" materials and hands-on activities. It is child centered, and intended to provide
students with an opportunity to work at their own pace. Grouping within the classroom is
fltxible and based upon teacher observations and evaluations (CELT, 1991)
The cumculum is to be appropriate for a child's level ofdevelopment Multiage
researchers believe "that every child comes into the world with ta.ents and abilities, and
with so much potential to contribute to this world" (Grant et al, 1995) Perhaps the
foundation of multiage education is that "schools are ready for children instead of making
children ready for school." (Grant et al., 1995) Childhood learning is considered to be a
"journey, not a race." (Privett, 1996) Mattern and Yates have found that multiage
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education allows greater grouping flexibility where not only age is considered, but in
addition, student needs, abilities and interests. (1995)
Some agreements regarding the definitions and purposes of multiage education
among researchers and educators is the role of the teacher as a failitator, students
learning from students while gaining independence and responsibility, the involvement of
parents in a child's education, and the ability of teachers to provide students with learning
choices to reflect preferred learning-style differences. Quite often multiage education
involves team teaching which is two or more teachers "working together to determine
students' progress, to develop the best approaches for solving the instuetional problems
of individual students, and to divide teaching assignments according to abilities, interests,
and strengths of each member of the teaching team." (Lake George Elementary School,
1995)
In "traditionally organized classrooms, varied abilities are seen as a problem
requiring solutions." (CELT, 1991) Miller confirms this statement "In the traditionally
single-grade competitive classroom found in most schools, reading ability is the primary
gauge of competence, and evaluations are highly visible and comparative." (1996) Miller
continues by writing that "student learning is characterized by listening responding,
studying independently, and taking tests." (1996) In a multiage classroom, mixed abilities
are not an obstacle, but rather an opportunity to investigate other facets of the intellect
Preparation for the Mulfiage ClassrLQomand. Selection oPaitdppants
Multiage education is a curriculum that requires much teacher preparation
"You don't have to leap into multi grade methodologies all at once. You can start by just
grouping kids in one subject area. It doesn't have to be a full blovwn, completely non-
graded situation" (Miller, 1996) Gaustad suggests that "teachers of different grade levels
often introduce multiage grouping by mingling their students for ccasional projects."
(1995) Teachers interested in multiage classrooms often prepare :or implementation by
reading and researching, attending workshops, visiting schools where multiage classrooms
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are in place and trying mOltiage techniques within a single grade classroom. Mattern and
Yates report that their preparation began two years prior to actual implementation. It
appears as if research has found "where to begin is much less important than beginning
well." (Gaustad, 1995)
The Kentucky legislature in 1990 mandated ungraded classrooms be
implemented in all districts for all students not yet entering fourth grade. Kentucky
allowed for schools "to develop a learning community that is suece ssfl for all young
children. The legislature removed the barriers that traditionally hindered educators from
implementing child-centered, developmentally appropriate environments where children
can progress continually." (Privett, 1996)
"Each one of Kentucky's 837 primary programs represents an array of choices
made by the teacher, principal, and school council." (Primary Your Way, 1996) The 1996
Kentucky General Assembly stated in response to its recently approved budget bill that
"the school shall determine the organization of its ungraded primarv program including the
extent to which multiage groupings are necessary to implement the cfintcal attributes.
(Frequently Asked Questions About Primary Planning, 1996) There are seven critical
attributes of Kentucky's nongraded primary program that need to be considered when a
school develops an action plan for implementing the program. They are. developmentally
appropriate educational practices, multiage/multiability grouping, continuous progress,
authentic assessment, qualitative reporting methods, professional tiamwork, and positive
parent involvement.
"KRS 156.160 (1) (a) 1.a. specifically refers to the primiry program as
'ungraded' as does the budget bill." (Frequently Asked Questions About Primary Planning,
1996) This same law provides for flexibility within each school to diesign and implement
primary programs to best satisfy the needs of their students This may require the use of
multiage or multiabihty grouping, but in all cases, must be considered ungraded,
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continuous progress where a child moves further in his developmlnt with each grouping
change
Kentucky legislature also provided for extensive teacher training including
education in developmentally appropriate practices for Language Arts and Math. The
training begins with a two day session for principals and teachers. Participants return for
additional training and feedback sessions over a period of three years.
Teachers in a multiage setting should "have opportunities to observe competent
models demonstrating multiage methods, try them out in the classroom, receive feedback
on their efforts, reflect on the experience, revise their plans, and try again." (Gaustad,
]995) Administrators must also give teachers time, training and support. "Effectively
implementing a single innovation requires several years and mull iage teaching involves
multiple, complex innovations." (Gaustad, 1995) Principals assist multiage educators by
offering opportunities for in-service training, monitoring implementation, and giving
praise, feedback and suggestions. (Gaustad, 1995)
Teachers must support developmentally appropriate teaching strategies, and be
able to decide when and how grouping will be used. Portfolio ass ssment and evaluation
of student progress through anecdotal records is a necessity. An Eibility to foster
cooperative learning and social skills development is also charactuistic of a multiage
educator. Multiage teachers need to have a rapport with parents tind colleagues to
promote the positive aspects of the program and enable team teaching to take place.
"According to Miller, teachers in effective multi-grade instruction must attend to six
essential areas: classroom organization, classroom management and discipline,
instructional organization and curriculum, instructional delivery and grouping, self-
directed learning, as well as planning and using peer tutoring." (Cahill, 1996)
Administrators need an understanding of the foundatio as of multiage education,
even though they are inconsistent with the foundations of the Tracitional graded classroom.
Administrators must also "create a school culture that supports teacher learning, an
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environment in which it is safe to risk making mistakes. Without sach support, many
teachers will retreat to safe, familiar age-graded methods." (Gaustad, 1995)
The principal must facilitate "positive, cooperative interactions among teaching
team members " (CGaustad, 1995) Perhaps most importantly, the principal has the
responsibility of building support within the school community and in-the larger
community for the newly implemented multiage program Careful planning and broad
support from faculty and community prevents dissention among staff and discontent
among parents when switching from graded to multiage classrooms.
Budgetary restraints may be a difficulty in the preparation and implementation .
of the multiage classroom Long term staff development is time consuming and costly, yet
necessary. Developmentally appropriate materials such as authentic literature, textbooks,
manipulatives and high interest level materials need to be purchased. Texts and multimedia
materials need to be shared with multiage educators, and community programs need to be
established to build support Substitute teachers or additional part.professionals may need
to be employed to ensure multiage teachers have time to plan lessins, rewrite cumculum,
attend staff development meetings, and qualitatively assess studert performance
4Administrators must accept the challenge of communicating to tie public that educational
quality cannot exist without adequate financial support, and enlist their aid in providing
these resources." (Gaustad, 1995)
"Changing to a multiage classroom reflects a magnitude of change far greater
than simply changing to a new textbook or learning a new strategy or program.
Implementing multiage instruction and organization represents a r[ajor shift in classroom
norms." (Miller, 1994) Changing to a multiage environment mean; "providing curriculum
and instruction consistent with the development of individual children that addresses the
physical, social, intellectual, emotional, and aesthetic/artistic need& " (Primary Your Way,
1996) Multiage instruction also changes the current methods of assessment. "Authentic
assessment occurs continually in the context of the learning enviromnent and reflects
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actual real-hfe learning experiences that can be documented through observation,
anecdotal records, journals, logs, work samples, conferences, and other methods."
(Primary Your Way, 1996) Some Kentucky schools have adoptec the Kentucky Early
Learning Profile (KELP) to indicate student progress and ensure :hat all of the elements of
student evaluation are considered as part of the ungraded primary program.
When implementing a multiage program, Grant, Johnsrn and Richardson
recommend "creating a study team with members representing tho central office, principal,
teachers, parents. specialists, and members of the school board ' (1995) Also suggested by
the researchers is that a time line of a minimum of one year be established to investigate
multiage issues Considered should be the funding of everything from phone calls and
travel expenses to textbook purchases The team should also study and discuss current
literature and attempt to make contact with multiage support organizations Outside
consultants may be invited in to speak to any interested staff merrbers, as well as sending
those interested staff members to visit operating multiage classrooms, where they can talk
to multiage teachers. Attending workshops and conferences on multiage education is also
cntical at this time.
Once the initial research is complete, the study team will most likely be
prepared to create a multiage classroom plan. Staff selection is "the key to lasting success.
Assign only those staff members who want to reach in a multiage class." (Grant et al.,
1995) The staff should ideally have three to four years of teaching experience and be
aware of whole language strategies, developmentally appropriate activities and be willing
to take risks, (Grant et al., 1995) The team needs to decide upon the grade levels
participating and propose a budget for any anticipated expenses, including such items as
classroom furniture and materials, consultant fees, and training cc sts For success, parents
should be educated about the program because "multiage classrooms are the most
dramatic departure from traditional structure in almost 150 years." (Grant et al., 1995)
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Multiage researchers and educators advise that the implementation process not
be hurried. A five year time line is not unreasonable, Year one is spent researching, while
year two should concentrate on studying literature-based reading such as writing in
journals and response logs. The third year may undertake the math curriculum to provide a
movement from concrete to symbolic to abstract thought Curriculim and assessment
needs to be put into place by year four so that year five can be a year to "add new,
integrated units based on concepts, emphasizing individual projects holistically assessed by
the teacher, the individual student, and the student's peers." (Crant et al., 1995)
Regarding the selection of students for the multiage pro:am, different
processes may take place. "Some districts explore parental choice, while in other districts,
educators make recommendations regarding which children might benefit from the
multiage experience" (Grant et at., 1995) The administrators at the Lake George
Elementary School believe that allowing parents an opportuity to choose teaching teams
promotes a feeling of ownership of the program. (1995)
When selecting students to participate, it is difficult to aihere to any one
particular confguration. An age range of three to four years, however comes highly
recommended Multiage classrooms may keep the same students for two to three years.
(Grant et al., 1995)
"A well-balanced student population is an important cornerstone of your
program," state Grant, Johnson and Richardson. (1995) These researchers suggest that
parent permission be a necessity, while parent choice is highly recc mmended. Researchers
also advise that various criteria be examined in order to select students. There should be
an equal number of boys and girls, an equal number of students who are the same age, and
an equal number of students from each grade level. "A classroom with a good balance of
students will allow the teacher to group children appropriately for instruction, and children
will be able to form fiendships and working relationships that fostar emotional and social
development" (Grant et al, 1995) The students should adequately reflect the population
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of the larger community in regard to race/culture. Finally, the number of mainstreamed
students in a multiage classroom should be no more than the number placed in any single
grade, and all ability levels need to be represented. There must be r balance of lower and
higher ability students so the grouping is heterogeneous. (Grant et al., 1995)
Academic Peform ance: Positive and Negative
Research suggests that multiage students will "experience increased learning
time since roughly half of the class will already know the classroom management
procedures." (Multiage, Nongraded Primary Program, 1996) Research has also found that
the young children in a multiage classroom are "stimulated intellec ually by older
children. " (Mattern and Yates, 1995) Whimbey investigated the relationship of older
students' IQ scores to the opportunities of these older students to teach information to
younger classmates, In Wimnbey's program T.A.P.S.: Talking About Problem Solving, he
found that the older students' academic performance dramatically improved He "showed
that when students were routinely given the opportunity to teach someone else, their
scores on IQ assessments improved as much as eighteen points." (vlattern and Yates,
*1995)
Lake George Elementary School educators contend that working with students
in a multiage setting over a period of two years "allows the teacher to do a more effective
job of pacing the student's education and providing a much greater understanding of each
child's style of learning. " (Lake George Elementary School, 1995) 'Spending tree years
with one teacher prevents children from 'falling through the cracksr' (CELT, 1991)
because there is greater continuity. Teachers are able to plan activities that pick up where
the last year left off.
Educators at this multiage site also report that less teacher time is required to
establish appropriate student behavior because the olders are familiar with classroom
management and routine, and they model appropriateness for the youngers. Therefore,
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teacher help can be given to students requiring the most attention, :ecause management
difficulties are reduced.
Both Lolli and The Center for the Expansion of Language and Thiking found
that multiage environments allow children to work at a comfort level, and do not use
grade level expectations to dictate learning. "The presence of younger children helps
preserve a more developmentally appropriate curriculum for the olier children in the
classroom." (CELT, 1991)
Successful academic performance might best be encouraged through the non-
traditional assessment used in the multiage classroom The Lake George Elementary
School uses a checklist to report the status of student achievement to parents. Grades are
completely eliminated. School administrators and educators believe that the removal of
letter grades "allows all students to experience success, eliminates the compaison of
students and allows students to compete with themselves.rather than with their
associates." (Lake George Elementary School, 1995) Ross, the principal of the Lake
George Elementary School, continues:
Progress of students should be judged and evFluated by how well
the students compare with their own abilities and their own
capabilities. The message of grades is that no matter how hard you
work you will never be as good as someone e!se. (19S9)
Privett suggests that assessment be continual and be concerned with demonstrated
learning. "It is no longer appropriate to talk about ability groups, but rather to determine
where children are within a continuum of beginning, developing, competent, or expanded
stages of their learning." (1996) The Kentucky schools are currently implementing an
assessment system called the Kentucky Early Learning Profile. This assessment is
qualitative and narrative in form. It reflects parent contributions, an cdotal records,
specific performance demonstrations and learning descriptions "Continuous progress
basically guarantees that no child fails prior to fourth grade." (Privet, 1996) Jeanroy adds
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that before implementing multiage education at the Concrete Elemrentary School in
Washington, "30-35 students were retained each year. Now only ::wo or three studems
each year are ever brought before the school's retention review ccrmmittee." (1996)
Another positive aspect of the multiage classroom is that students have an opportunity to
remain m the same classroom for an additional year if developmentally young children
need more time.to learn. This is not considered a failure or a retaerion. (Grant et al., 1595)
Academically, students at the Concrete Elementary Sclool have been very
successful. Using a random sample of 25% of the school's 480 students, the Multi-Level
Academic Survey Test was given to determine grade level equivalencies in reading and
math Results showed that students at this multiage site were 2.4 months ahead of grade
level in reading, and 4 months ahead of grade level in math. Jeanriy goes on to explain
that this is significant improvement being that the CAT and MAT standardized tests from
the previous four years placed students at the school in the 35th to 45th percentile range
(1996)
Other research on multiage or nongraded education has been conducted by
Pavan and Anderson and reported in Nonradednes:. Helpi.ng it tfHappen After
reviewing 64 research studies on nongradedess published between 1968 and 1990, Pavan
and Anderson found that results favored nongradedness. Using standardized aehievement
tests to determine academic progress of nongraded students as compared to graded
students, 58% of the studies reported favorable academic growth among nongraded
students, 33% showed no difference in academic growth berween graded and nongraded
students, and 9% showed poor performance among nongraded students (Gran et al.,
1995)
Research shows only two major academic drawbacks tc a multiage program.
One difficulty is that the multiage classroom encourages a level of functioning that may be
too comfortable to students. Forthis reason, students who may be late or delayed learners
may not be referred until teachers are unable to observe any progress. The "multiage
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teachers view students as learners in a two- or three-year program that is continuous
progress. Without rigid grade barriers it is possible for a teacher to inadvertently overlook
a child with a potential learning disability." (Grant et al., 1995)
A second acadenuc disadvantage is that the multiage prOgram is based on the
premise that "all children, regardless of the severity of their difficul:ies, will thrive within
the program, then the program may be doomed to failure because ifthe unrealistic
demands placed upon the teacher and students." (Grant, et al., 199) Researchers advise
multiage educators to not overload the classroom with "high-maintenance children."
(Grant et al., 1995) There seems to be a temptation to include an overwhelming number of
special needs students in a multiage classroom because of its accornmodating nature The
multiage classroom must not become an academic dumping ground . (Grant et al., 1i95)
Social Skills Development
Research indicates the following:
Children learn from each other. Older and yoLnger children benefit
regardless of their ages and abilities. Children learn together and
learn how to help and cooperate with each other. We believe that
cooperation and social development is an important lifelong skill and
a major reason for multiage grouping. (Multiage, Nongraded
Primary Program, 1996)
Mattern and Yates see that the older students have the benefit of giTing leadership
qualities and responsibilities within the classroom. Younger students "learn positive
modeling from their older associates and develop more independen: study skills and more
self-reliance." (Lake George Elementary School, 1995) Further, all children "have a
broader social experience with increased opportunities to lead and 1o follow, to
collaborate and to make stable peer relationships." (Mattem and Yates, 1995) "Young
children must learn to be both followers and leaders, both teachers and learners, both
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speakers and listeners. Without opportunities to work in cooperative groups and to assist
each other they will not learn these important life skills" (Ptivett, 1996)
Often stereotyping of students is reduced as new multiage participants enter
the classroom each year Ross offers the example that "in the first year a child may be the
smallest, but in the next year there may be younger 'newcomers' who are-smaller." Lake
George Elementaxy School, 1995)
The Center for the Expansion of Language and Thinkring also has found that
."'lixed age grouping invites cooperation and nurturing and tends to reduce discipline
problems." (1991) There appears to be a family feeling and a sense of belonging within the
multiage classroom. (CELT, 1991) Jeanroy reports most impressively, that "major
discipline referrals to the principal by teachers, playground monitors and others decreased
significantly" (1996) at the Concrete Elementary School. Administrators contribute this
decline in discipline referrals to a number of factors, one of which beiag the
implementation of multiage classrooms Cooperative learning strategies as well as social
interaction skills learned in the multiage classroom helped student q solve problems in a
positive fashion, Discipline problems also usually decrease because students are successfil
and individual differences are accepted. (Grant et aL, 1995)
Paret dent and Teacher Atitdes
The Lake George Elementary School reports that over a period of time, parents
have had favorable attitudes regarding the multiage program Ther studies show that in
1979, 88% of the parents reported that their children were receivi:g a quality education.
This figure increased to 97% by 1995. (1995)
"Mixed age primaries promote better communication between home and
school" (CELT, 1991) because multiage teachers have more than one year to explain
school programs and parents have more than one year to help teachers learn about their
children. Grant, Johnson and Richardson report that parents of rmtltiage students establish
strong relationships with teachers over a period of time which allows parents and teachers
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to be partners in setting student goals. Also, teacher evaluations of students in a multiage
setting are well received by parents because they take place over en extended penod of
time. (1995) Parent anxiety is also most often reduced year to yea- because parents have a
familiarity with the teachers. (Grant et al, 1995)
Miller states that a traditional classroom offers a rigid environment that
"produces 'losers and winners' and generates a status system that favors students with the
highest reading ability." (1996) When labeled in this manner, "feelings ofinferiority, low
aspirations, lack of motivation, and interpersonal hostility" (Miller, 1996) may result
among a large number of students. To the contrary, "where everyone is learning at
different rates, there is usually less competition; a multiage setting eliminates "faster,
better, smarter." (Grant et al., 1995)
Students in multiage classrooms appear happy. They are successful and are
continuously being recognized for their successes "Multiage education emphasizes
building upon strengths-which builds self esteem." (Grant et al., 1995) The learning
environment is also suited to the learning style of the participants, and one values the
whole child, not just his academic strengths. Jeanroy reports similar findings. He sees
happy children participating in peer tutoring and gaining leadership skills. He also
identified more relaxed children in a multiage environment because the competitive
atmosphere of the graded classroom was eliminated. (1996)
Research also reports that children in a multiage envirolnment are likely to
develop good mental health because their physical, emotional, mental and social needs are
being met in a caring and nurturing environment. Studies show th;t "students in
nongraded programs have more positive attitudes toward school tian students in graded
programs, and that students in nongraded programs score higher on affective measures
than their counterparts in graded classrooms." (Grant et al., 1995)
Pavan and Anderson considered mental health and positive school attitudes in
their evaluation of the successes ofnongraded education. Pavan arnd Anderson reviewed
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studies published over a period of 22 years. They found that 52% of the studies favored
nongraded groupings, 43% showed sirmlarities in the nongraded and graded groupings,
and 5% showed nongraded groupings performed more poorly than graded groupings.
(Grant et al., 1995) Pavan also found that multiage students were "more likely than their
peers to have positive self concepts, high self-esteem, and good attitudes toward school."
(Matter and Yates, 1995)
One other factor contnbutilg to happy children is the fai:t that retention is not
associated with embarrassment and devastation Being held in a multiage setting for an
additional year does not carry with it the stigma of a single grade retention (Privett, 1996)
Finally, as Jeaaroy reports, an indication of positive.schcol attitudes may be
reflected in student attendance rates. At the Concrete Elementary School, the "average
daily attendance for all students continued to climb over the first fcur years of the multiage
program. In 1990-1991 the school had an average attendance of 8'%. During the 1994
1995 school year, the attendance rate was 94%" (1996)
Multiage teachers exhibitseveral common qualities and possess many of the
same attitudes. Grant, Johnson and Richardson summiaize an ideal multiage teacher. The
multiage teacher wants to teach in a multiage setting and is not made to teach in that
setting The teacher should have experience with various grade levils and be open to
change. The multiage teacher needs to have a willingness to understand and appreciate
whole-child instruction and developmental instruction. Lastly, the raultiage educator must
be ready to take risks, use common sense, collaborate with colleag- es and have a great
deal ofenergy. (1995)
Jeanroy found teachers establishing a multiage classroom experienced burnout
duing the initial set up. Teachers became exhausted and frustrated spending evemugs and
weekends designing umiculum and developing materials. However; Jeanroy
enthusiastically reports that only three teachers out of 28 at the Concrete Elementary
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School left during a four year time frame. Of the three who left tswo retired and one chose
to pursue a master's degree,
Teachers at Concrete Elementary appear to hlave a long-term
interest in the education and welfare of children, largely because they
have seen positive changes. In addition, teachers feel they have made
valuable contributions to the development of a program in which they




This study began with an intensive search for information regarding the
definitions of multiage education and its reported benefits as well as its disadvantages.
Literature was collected and reviewed for the purpose of gaitaig ;m understanding of
nongraded education, and the steps toward its implementation Research ofmultiage
education was also gathered to generate hypotheses for the purpose of comparing the
multiage classroom to the graded classroom as presented in this particular study.
The objective of this study was to consider only grade : hree students for
academic measures, while data from both grade two and grade thiree students was used for
social and attiudinal measures. The reason for this distinction is that third grade students
in both environments are expected to be equally proficient in the .ame curricular areas in
order to be promoted to the fourth grade level, To the contrary, the second grade multiage
students are not expected to be equally proficient in the same cunicular areas, and
therefore, their academic performance was not assessed. Both second and third grade
students were evaluated for the development of social skills as well as surveyed for
deternining their attitudes toward school. Research indicates that the "olders" and
"youngers" learn together and benefit socially from contact with cne another. For this
reason, it would be difficult to isolate a particular grade level for study, and attribute the
results to the experience of only one grade level of students,
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The academic performance of grade three students was assessed. Two groups
of students were used for this study. The academic performance of the grade three
multiage students (the experimental group) was compared to the academic performance of
the grade three graded students (the control group). Academic performance was evaluated
through the use of curriculum based test results Informal reading inventories were also
used to determine grade level equivalencies.
Research was also gathered in an attempt to evaluate thi development of social
skills among students in grades two and three of the experimental group as compared to
the development of social skills among grade three students in the :ontrol group. This
study first compared the second grade multiage students with the third grade multiage
students to determine if a difference was present among grade levels within the classroom.
The study then compared the experimental group to the control griup to determine if a
difference was present between groups. Student surveys with written responses were
utilized for evaluation. Interviews of teachers and school staffwer also used to gather
information regarding the development of social skills of the student population studied.
Finally, attitudes toward school were considered. The attitudes of the parents of
multiage and graded students were evaluated. The attitudes of the multiage and graded
students themselves were evaluated. The attitudes of the teachers of multiage and graded
students were evaluated.
This study first compared the second grade multiage stu dents' parents with the
third grade muitiage students' parents to determine if a difference was present among
grade levels withln the classroom. The study then compared the experimental group to the
control group to determine if a difference was present between groups Surveys were
distributed to parents of grade two and three students in the experimental group, as well
as to parents of grade three students in the control group in an effcrt to collect data
regarding parent attitudes toward the multiage program and also o.the graded program.
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The study then compared the second grade multiage students to the third grade
multiage students to determine if a difference was present between grade levels within the
classroom. The study then compared the experimental group to the control group to
determine if a difference was present between groups Written surveys were distributed to
grade two and three students in the experimental group and to grade three students in the
control group. Students were asked to respond to questions concerning their attitudes
toward school.
This study attempted to gather information regarding teacher assessment of the
effectiveness of both the mulriage and graded programs, and also Considered teacher
attitudes toward school. The evaluations and attitudes of the grade two and three multiage
teachers were compared to the evaluations and attitudes of the grrde three graded
teachers This information was collected through a written response qestionnaire and
informal interviews.
Description of the Ppilation
The participants in this study were students in two classrooms at the Thomas
Jefferson Elementary School in the Washington Township School District. The multiage
classroom (the experimental group) consisted of 33 students. When the study began, 34
students were participating. One student left the school daring the course of this study
There were 16 grade two students and 17 grade three students. Tere were 10 second
grade male students and 6 second grade female students. There were 10 third grade male
students and 7 third grade female students The graded classroom (the control group)
consisted of 27 students. There were 16 male students and 11 mfeile students. The
academic performance study measured results of the grade three studenrs in each group
only because this particular study was concerned with comparing academic performance
of students at a specific grade level. The studies investigating the Levelopment-ofsocial
skills and the attitudes toward school however, involved all students in both the
experimental group and the control group. This is because research states that social skills
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development and attitudes toward school of students participating in a multiage classroom
are improved because of the "olders" and "youngers" being educated in the same
environment.
The participants in this study also consisted of parents if students in the
experimental group and in the control group Thirty three parents 'iere surveyed from the
experimental group. Responses were collected from 30 parents. Fourteen surveys were
returned from parents of second grade students and 16 surveys were returned from
parents of third grade students Twenty seven parents were surveyed from the control
group. Responses were collected from 24 parents.
Participants in this study also included school faculty rin:ubers. Data was
gathered from the two multiage classroom teachers and the two graded classroom
reachers. Data was also gathered from two cafeteria/playground aiies.
Description of the Tnstmrments
The academic performance of the experimental group ar.d the control group
was assessed through curriculum based test results. The students' rumerical scores on
each D.C. Heath Math Chapter Test for the 1996-1997 school year were averaged for-the
experimental group and the control group, then compared Itnforrml reading inventories
were also given to a sample of participants of each group to help dternmine academic
performance in the area of reading.
To determine the level of development of the participant s social skills, student
questionnaires were distributed to students in both groups The questionnaires were based
on a survey designed by the Lake George Elementary School as weil as the "Self-
Administered Student Profile " The questionnaire consists of 22 qu(estions requiring a yes
or no response, and two additional open-ended response opportuni ies. The complete
survey ha been included in Appendix A. The surveys were collected in a confidential
manner, however, students were asked to identify their race, gender and grade level on the
survey itself This study used written and oral interviews ofcafeteri;Jplayground aides to
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help determine the degree to which students in each group had developed a sense of
comnmunity, as well as gather information regarding the social behavior of both groups of
students while in an unstructured environment The complete survy has been included in
Appendix B. In conclusion, this study consulted discipline records of the school
administrators to determine thepercentage of students in each group who visited the
principal's or vice-principal's office during the school year for disciplinary reasons.
To determine the-attitudes parents possess in relation to the effectiveness of
their child's education this school year, surveys were distributed to parents of students in
each group. The surveys were based on the Lake George Parent Survey. There were 1-
questions which required a numerical response. The rating scale ranged from I (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). There were two additional open-ended response questions,
along with an opportunity for parents to address any issue they felt important regarding
their child's education. The complete survey has been included in Appendix C. The surveys
were collected m a confidential manner. Returned surveys were labeled with the race,
gender and grade level of the student whose parent completed the survey,
To determine the attitudes students possess in relation to their experiences at
school this year, questionnaires were distributed to both groups of students. The
questionnaires were based on a survey designed by the Lake George Elementary School as
well as the "Self-Administered Student Profile." The questionnaire consists of 27
questions requiring a yes or no response, and two additional open-ended response
opportunities. The complete survey has been included in Appendix D The surveys were
collected in a confidential manner, however, the students were askedi to identify their race,
gender and grade level on the survey itself.
The attitudes teachers possess in relation to their experiences in the multtage
setting or graded setting, as well as their assessment of the effectiveness of each program
was evaluated through written response questiornaires and discussion. A complete list of
discussion questions has been included in Appendix E.
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Relationship of the Tnstnments to the Null Hvpothets.
This study utilized curriculum based math test results to assess the academic
performance of the experimental group and the control group Ea&h group was instructed
in six chapters of the district text After completion of each chapter, students were then
tested using the 1992 D.C. Heath "standardized-format" assessmelir The chapter tests
were computer scored, and the class scores were averaged for eac group.
The tests are considered to have content validity "In other words, an
assessment is made of the overlap of the curriculum and objectives of the instructional
program with the content of the test items and the level of their difficulty." (Smith and
Glass, 1987) "The tests are designed for largegroup, small-group, and individual
administration, and may be used for both diagnostic and mastery purposes." (D.C. Heath
and Company, 1992) The results of the tests are intended to be used as only one measure
of a students math ability, and may aid in planning and focusing imtruction.
The D.C. Heath math chapter tests also appear to have roderate reliability. The
test has internal consistency, as a number of items on each test measure a student's
performance on a single skill. Because the chapter tests are intendei to measure a
student's understanding of curricular material, and ate not used for placement of students,
nor are they an isolated determinant of a math grade, the reliability is acceptable
Academic performance was also evaluated through the use of an informal
reading inventory [IR]. A sample of participants from both the exp' rimenral group and
the control group were given an IRI to help determine their academic performance in the
area of reading
An informal reading inventory is the evaluation instrument that
reveals first-hand information about students' coping stra: egies as
they read the kind of text used in the classroom. Such specific
information as how students cope with material at the various levels
of instruction, the strategies the reader uses to recognize words, and
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most important, the strategies used to understand the meaning of the
text is the kind of information revealed through KRI analyses. (Woods
and Moe, 1989)
This study was particularly interested in determining the instructional reading level of
participating students. To gather this information, narrative style text, such as that found
in basal readers and literature books, as well as expository text, such as that found in
Science or Social Studies books, was used.
The IRI utilized, which was analytical in nature, was validated through "the use
of readability formulas and computer analyses of the text." (Woods and Moe, 1989) The
IRI was also determined to be reliable. Reliability results presented :n table form in the
manual show the readability among forms at grade level to be consistent, as are the
number of words used m each passage and the vocabulary diversity among the expository
forms. Woods and Moe contend
that the information from the tables along with nonquantitative
considerations support the conviction that the grade levels assigned
to the narrative and expository passages are valid, and that among
the three narrative forms there is consistency within the grade levels.
(1989)
Extensive field testing, computer analyses and revisions over a two vear period were
undertaken to ensure an accurate assessment of grade level reading.
This study used student surveys to assess the developmerrL of social skills
among the participants in the experimental group and the control group The survey used,
although original in design, was based upon survey questions used by the Lake George
Elementary School in the principal's attempt to evaluate the developmnent of social skills
among the schoors multiage students. The questions were also based upon the "Self-
Administered Student Profile." Survey questions concerned student perceptions of
relationships with peers and school faculty members, as well as gathered information from
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students regarding their problem solving skills. The student respon.es to the survey
questions helped determine the degree to which their social skills have developed.
This study also used another form of assessing the development of the multiage
students' and the graded students' social skills. A survey was distributed to the
cafeteria/playground aides. This particular survey consisted of questions regarding the
students' recess behavior, Because research cites that discipline referrals should decrease
with the implementation of a multiage program, the survey asked the afeteria/playground
aides to respond to questions regarding the students' decision making skills, self-
confidence and sources of behavior problems. A final question asked the aides to relate the
students' behavioral issues, whether positive or negative, to their cl;ssroom environment
A comparison of the responses of the aide supervising the experimental group to the aide
supervising the control group helped determine the effect multiage education has had on
discipline problems.
A final assessment of social skills development utilized in this study was an
investigation of discipline referrals as recorded by the principal and ice-principal of the
school. This study was particularly interested in examining the detertions issued to
students paticipating in the experimental group and the control group for the current
school year. This assessment was suggested by the research which r:ported multiage
students having fewer discipline problems because of the cooperative nature of the
program, thus encouraging a high level of development ofsocial skils.
Attitudes of parents were assessed in this study. Parents of students in both the
experimental group and control group received a questionnaire, Parints were asked to
answer each of 18 questions with a (strongly disagree) to 5(strongly agree) rating.
Although the survey was designed for this study, the questions were based upon the Lake
George Elementary School Parent Survey
A survey was used to assess the attitudes students in the cxperimental group
and the control group have about school. The survey used, although original in design,
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was based upon survey questions used by the Lake George Elementary School in the
principals attempt to evaluate the attitudes toward school of the tultiage students. The
questions were also based upon the "Self Administered Student P.ofile. " Survey questions
concerned the students' perceptions of the school environment, thi. faculty and their peers,
as well as gathered informaton from the multiage students and graded studets regarding
their general feelings about attending their respective classrooms The student responses
to the survey questions helped determine the attitudes students possess about school
The teachers' attitudes toward school were also assessed through an interview
and/or survey. Teachers involved in both the experimental group and the control group
were interviewed or surveyed and asked to respond orally or in writing to questons
regarding their classroom instructional strategies, their managemert systems, their rapport
with colleagues and parents and the overall goals of their educational programs. The
questions to which teachers were asked to respond were suggested by the research.
Multiage research found that multiage educators and graded educators would express
differences in their attitudes about school when asked questions of this nature,
PEocednre
This study began with researching the literature on multiage education and
gathering information concerning parents, students and teachers involved in such
programs. After research was completed, instruments were chosen or designed to measure
academic performance and development of social skills of the students and attitudes
toward school of parents, students and teachers.
The 1992 D.C. Heath "standardized-format" chapter tests were given to all
grade three students in both the experimental group and the control group. After the
completion of six chapter tests, each group's scores were averaged or each test and
compared using an independent, two-tailed t-test. Results were used to determine if a
significant difference was present between groups in the area of mat hematical
performance.
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A random sample often third grade students from the experimental group and
ten tlurd grade students from the control group was chosen and an IRL was administered
to those students. To ensure an accurate assessment of instructional reading ability, the
names of all Basic Skills Instruction students were removed from the population as were
the names of the In-Class Support and Special Needs children before the sample of
students was drawn from the class lists from each group. When the IRI was given, one
Level 3 narrative passage was included as were two Level 3 exposi:ory passages fiom the
areas of Science (the qualities of matter) and Social Studies (the reason for the
Declaration of Independence). After testing all students, the inventories were scored to
establish the instructional reading levels of the participating students. Results of the
scoring were used to determine the number of students at the third grade instructional
level in both the experimental group and the control group. Such information helped to
determine if a significant difference was present in the academic performance of students
participating in each classroom environment in the area of reading.
Students in grades two and three of the experimental group and students in
grade three of the control group were asked to complete a written survey regarding social
skills and attitudes. The experimental group was surveyed as a class without the teachers
present, but with both instructional aides in the room. The control group was also
surveyed as a class with both teachers present, Questions were read aloud to the students
in each group to allow all students an opportunity to respond and also to ensure questions
were comprehended and interpreted in the manner in which they were intended, The
yes/no responses to the survey questions were tallied and an independent two-tailed t-test
was used to fist compare results within the experimental group, and then to compare
results between the experimental group and the control group. Results of the scoring were
used to determine if a significant difference existed-between groups in the areas of social
skills development and attitudes toward school.
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A survey was distributed to the cafeteria/playground aides who supervise the
experimental group and the control group. Written responses were compared, and results
were reported. Discipline referrals were also examined, and the study reported the
percentage of children from each classroom environment who received a disciplinary
detention as a result of their referral. Both measures helped to determine if a significant
difference was present between groups in the area of social skills development.
Parents of the grade two and grade three multiage students as well as parents of
the grade three graded students received a survey which was sent home via the students.
Complete surveys were confidentially collected from the parents, aid responses were
averaged for each question. An independent two-tailed t-test was chosen to first compare
results within the experimental group, and then to compare results Between the
experimental group and the control group, Results of the scoring v ere used to determine
if a significant difference existed between groups in the area of attitudes of parents
regarding their child's education.
Teachers of students in both the experimental group and the control group were
asked to respond to questions about their educational programs. Responses were
compared and results reported.
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Chapter Four
Presentation and Statistical nalysis of the Dnta
This study has attempted to investigate the curricular outcomes of a multiage
classroom as compared to the curricular outcomes of a graded classroom The areas of
academic performance and social skills development of the students were considered. Also
researched were the attitudes of parents, students and teachers regarding the multiage and
graded programs. Several hypotheses were generated and tested. throughout this study
This study has gathered information about the academic performance of
students participating in a multiage classroom and in a graded classroom Using the class
averages for each of six 1992 DC. Heath "standardized-format" chapter tests, students in
grade three of the multiage group (the experimental group) and students in grade three of
the graded group (the control group) were compared in the area of mathematical
performance, The chart below displays the data collected
GRQUL CtAPTERBNIRM AERAND AVE4GE
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
EXPERIMENTAL 95,8 98.0 98.9 96.1 98.0 96.0
CONTROL 96.8 92 1 94.6 94.1 94.4 90.3
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Using an alpha level of .05, the diffrence between groups vas found to be significant in
the area of mathematical performance, The class averages for the multiage students were
significantly higher than the class averages for the graded students.
This study also gathered information about the reading F erformance of students
participating in a muitiage classroom and in a graded classroom. Ah analysis of the
informal reading inventories administered to a sample of each group's population
demonstrated the reading levels of studeats participating in the experimental group and the
control group The following charts display the data collected. The number of students













































The data shows that 90% of the third grade multiage students are reading at
grade level or above when reading a narrative passage. One hundred percent of the
multiage students are reading at grade level or above in the area of Science, and 100% o f
the multiage students are reading at grade level in the area of Social Studies. This data
compares to 70% of the graded third grade students reading at grade level or above when
reading a narrative passage, Eighty percent of the graded students are reading at grade
level or above in the area of Science, and 60% arrereding at grade level or aboveinthe
area of Social Studies.
Using an alpha level of 05, the differences between grouis were found to be
significant in the area of reading ability. The multiage students were performing
significantly higher than the graded students
Students in both the experimental group and the control group were assessed in
the area of development of social skills Results from student surveys found that at an
alpha level of.05, there was no significant difference within the experimental group nor
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was there a significant difference between the experimental group imd the control group in
the area of social skills development.
When examining the discipline records of the principal and vice-princpal, this
study found that two out of 27 (7%) of the students in the graded Classroom received
detentions during the 1996-1997 school year for disorderly behavior or school safety
violations, One student served a single detention, while the other student was reprimanded
on two separate occasions, serving a detention each time There wi're no students in the
multiage classroom who received detentions for any disciplinary resson
Finally, when analyzing the results of the surveys completed by the
cafeteriaplayground aides, this study found that the aide supervisirg the multiage
classroom found the students to be well behaved and have only miror behavior problems.
Similarly, the aide supervising the graded classroom found the students to be well behaved
and have only minor behavior problems. The difference between groups, however,
appeared to be io the type of behavior problem. Multiage students have had disagreements
stemming from personality conflicts, while graded students were reported to xhibit more
aggressive behaviors, such as pushing, shoving and hitting, thus resulting in discipline
referras.
This study has also attempted to collect information about the attitudes parents
possess regarding their child's education Parents of the multiage students and the graded
students were surveyed Results of the parent surveys found that at an alpha level f 05,
there was. no significant difference within the experimental group, n r was there a
significant difference between the experimental group and the contrnl group Partets in
both classroom environments reported that they were pleased with the education provided
by the school.
The students were also asked to complete a survey about their atitudes toward
school. Using an alpha level of.05, this study found that there was :o significant
difference within the experimental group, nor was there a significant difference between
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the experimental group and the control group. Generally, all mLteiage students and graded
students had positive attitudes about school. Student comments gave evidence that most
students, regardless of classroom environment were happy with their teachers and peers,
and were excited about school.
An interview with the multiage Classroom teachers was used to collect
information about the preparation for and the goals of the program and the process used
to select the students for the program. Also, responses to the inter iew questions helped
determine the attitudes the teachers' possessed regarding their classroom situation.
The two multiage teachers taught in neighboring classrooms for five years. One
of the teachers worked in a grades two and three self-contained special education
classroom, while the other teacher worked in a grade three regular education classroom.
Their interest in multiage education led them to a workshop in Atlanta, Georgia sponsored
by the Society for Developmental Education. Alter Atlanta, they at ended several smaller
workshops, gained knowledge from professional reading and becane participants in a
mnultiage list serve. They estimated that although their interest in mdtiage education had
begun many years ago, the actual preparation for the Current program took about six
months With federal finding available and the basic design of the program in place, the
teachers began a student selection process. Initially, the first and second grade reachers
recommended students Next, parents were asked to volunteer their children for the
program. The response was overwhelming, with 70 children and their families expressing a
desire to participate. The 70 candidates were divided into second and third grade students,
then into gender subcategories. The multiage teachers asked the students' current teachers
to rate the children as to their ability levels. The original 70 candidat es already separated
by grade level and Lender, were again classified by ability. From the original 70 students,
the 34 student multiage classroom was chosen. Grade level and gender were equally
represented. In addition, 1/3 of the students were special needs stud ens, 1/3 were low
average/average students and 1/3 average/above average students. The teachers
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commented that the special needs students were required to participate as per their
Individual Education Plans, however, there were to be no more thn 10 special needs
children in the classroom.
The multiage teachers hold this belief
We believe children learn through interaction with their
environment and with others. In our multiage classroom we
expect the children to make choices, ro learn in many
different ways, to learn through cooperation and by
constructmg their own knowledge. We believ our role as
teachers/adults is to value each child as an individual with his/her
very own developmental time-line. Understanding, accepting and
appreciating each child's uniqueness is essential. (Aronovitch and
Rickenbach, 1996)
Developmental education is the foundation of the multiage classroom. Children work in
pairs in groups and independently. Students' developmental needs are considered by
offering activities ranging from echo reading to tailoring the amounr. of paperwork to the
individual's needs.
The multiage students are grouped heterogeneously and homogeneously. Skill
groups and cooperative learning groups are used daily. The students work with separate
grade level curriculum for Math and Spelling. Reading and Languag3 Arts, however,
follow a third grade curriculum, and students are encouraged to participate at their own
level of development. Science and Social Studies are taught to all students using a
thematic approach. Trade books are read in "Literature rroups," and students share their
findings with their classmates. The teachers feel the multiage curricu um they have written
is flexible, especially because they are not locked into using a specific text or basal reader.
A teacher generated curriculum coupled with the freedom to choose materials attributes to
the developmental approach that they have implemented.
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The evaluation procedures used in the multiage classroom do not reflect those
traditionally used. Students are graded against themselves and the Standards set for them
at their grade level. The teachers use portfolios, published tests, teacher-made tests and
anecdotal records to assess the students' accomplishments. It is mandated that the district
wide report card be issued to all students. For this reason, and also to prevent
distinguishing one grade level from another, both the second grade students and the third
grade students are given the report card designed for third grade students. Letter grades
are assigned for subject areas as opposed to a scale ranging from "needs improvement" to
"excellent." The scale format is the report card normally issued to second-rade students
The teachers noted that cooperative learning techniques are pan ofinstruction,
as are activities to encourage the development of social skills. For example, students work
in nmxed groups where levels are not distinguished. In addition, students sit at the lunch
table as a class, not as grade levels, and play together both in structured activities and by
ther own choice without regard to grade level Conflict resolution md peer mediation are
used to solve the problems that may occur among classmates.
The teachers noted that they have seen positive effects a result of the
children being educated together. The less mature children have become more mature
more quickly as they model the appropriate behaviors of classmates. There also appears to
be a lack of differences between the second grade students and the '.hird grade students as
the school year is coumng to a close. The second grade students appear to be developing
social skills much like the third grade students
Discipline problems are rinimal because of peer expectations and positive peer
pressure. Students know their responsibilities. They are responsible for themselves and for
the other students in their classroom community
The teachers did comment that while much is done in the classroom to
encourage the development of social skills, there are limits imposed by district mandates.
Students are educated by grade level for special areas such as Art, P hysical Education,
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Music, Library and Computer, Also, the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills were required to be
administered to students by grade level rather than as a whole class. The teachers hope
that this "multigrade" approach will eventually be eliminated.
The faculty of the school has been supportive of the program as reported by the
multiage teachers. After worrying at first about the acceptance of tleir program, they have
been pleased with the warm reception from their colleagues They also reported an
outstanding rapport with parents. They are actively involved in the education of rher
children by being invited into the classroom as readers, speakers and guests.
The multiage teachers often teach together, but also teach individually and with
their two classroom aides, They take a hands-on approach to education, and are
concerned with the process of learning, not just the finished product
Starting this Multiage program has involved al incredible amount of
time and energy However, what we see occurring day to day keeps
us energized and coming back for more We have a family here. A
commnuntv of people, helping each other to learn, looking out for
one another, caring about what happens in the classroom, as well as
outside of it. This is what validates our belief in inclusive education
through Multiage This is what it's all about! (Aronovitrh and
Rickenbach, 1996)
The graded teachers working together share the same teaching experience as
the mltiage teachers, One teacher is a regular education teacher, while the other is an In-
Class Support special education teacher. The two teachers did not choose to team teach,
but instead were assigned as partners. The partnership has been a successful one.
Although the graded teachers did not have the opportunity to choose the
students who would participate in their graded classroom, there wer, nine special needs
tudents assigned as per their Individual Education Plans.
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The graded teachers and the multiage teachers share the belief in the need for
developmental education. Students in the graded classroom are encouraged to work in
pairs, groups or independently to achieve success. Because of the nature of the In-Class
Support program modifications in assignments are acknowledged as a means to meet the
child's developmental needs.
Most grouping in the graded classroom is heterogeneous, but flexible grouping
is implemented especially in the area of Math. Unlike the multiage classroom, the graded
classroom must adhere to the third grade curriculum only, and students must meet third
grade standards The curriculum is not as flexible, nor is it thematically organized. To
meet curricular requirements, specific texts and basal readers are utved.
Evaluation procedures in the graded classroom mimic those used in the
multiage classroom ith the exception of portfolio assessenat. Writing portfolios wre
used, but not for the purpose of evaluation The third grade report card is issued to all
graded students.
Strides have been made in the area of social skills deeloo3ment While two
grade levels are not working together, special needs students and regular education
students are. The graded teachers noted that peer expectations appear to help those
special needs students exhibit appropriate behaviors. A minimal amount of conflict
resolution is used in the graded classroom, but more often a behavior modification system
is used more successfully.
The graded teachers reported a positive rapport with collIagues and parents.
Parents, as in the multiage classroom, are invited to participate in their child's education as
guests in the classroom. Also, through assignment books and phone conferences, parents
are kept aware of student progress.
While the graded teachers are not able to take ownership of the graded
program, they do report that much time has been needed to organize team-teaching and to
modify the curriculum to meet the needs of all students They look at the children in the
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room as individuals with diverse life experiences. Much energy is devoted to creating a
classroom environment where each child feels safe and happy, and is encouraged to
succeed academically and socially.
Perhaps the greatest similarities between the multiage teachers and the graded
teachers are the desire to encourage all students to-succeed at their own level, the use of
flexible grouping and the rapport with parents. The differences between the teachers are
few, but do exist. This study has found many of the attitudes expressed by the multiage
teachers are shared by the graded teachers.
Acceptan r Rejection ofle yt ses
The general hypothesis of this study was that there would be no significant
difference between the curricular outcomes in a multiage setting as compared to the
curricular outcomes in a graded, or traditional setting. Several specific hypotheses were
generated acd tested throughout the study.
The first hypothesis stated that there would be no significant difference in the
academic performance of students participating in a multiage classroom as compared to
the academic performance of students in a graded classroom Considering the subject
areas of Math and Reading, this study found that the hypothesis must be rejected A
significant difference was found. The academic performance of students participating in a
multiage classroom was greater than that of students participating ia a graded classroom.
The second hypothesis stated that there would be no significant difference in the
development of social skills among students participating in a multiage classroom as
compared to the development of social skills among students in a graded classroom. This
study found that this hypothesis must be accepted. A significant differeace 'was not found.
The third hypothesis stated that there would be no significanr difference in the
attitudes toward school among parents of students participating in a multiage classroom as
compared to the attitudes toward school among parents of students pariciparing in a
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graded classroom. This study found that this hypothesis must be accepted. A significant
difference was not found.
The fourth hypothesis stated that there would be no signficant difference in the
attitudes toward school among students participating m a multiage ilassroom as compared
to the attitudes toward school among students participating in a graled classroom. This
study found that this hypothesis must be accepted. A significant difference was not found.
The final hypothesis stated that there would be no significnt difference in the
attitudes toward school among teachers participating in a mulitage 6assroom as compared
to the attitudes toward school among teachers participating in a graded classroom.
Considering the responses to the interviews of both the multiage teachers and the graded
teachers, this study found that too few differences were present to conclude that teacher
attitudes were significantly different. The hypothesis must be accepted.
A trend that occurred was in the area of social skills develo.ment. The second
grade multiage students were first compared to the third grade multiae students to
determine if a significant difference was present within the multiage group. Although a
significant difference was not found, it should be noted that the second: grade students did
score lower than their third grade peers whea asked if they felt their cla ssmates were more
intelligent or more physically talented than they. This may be attributed to the combination
of "olders" and "youngers" in one classroom, witnessing one another's development.
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Chapter Five
Simar of tei Problem and y^mthesis
This study attempted to find if multiage education would result in improved
academic performance and social skills development among the participating studets and
also have a positive effect on parent, student and teacher attitudes tovard school. This
study attempted to investigate the definitions and purposes of multiage education, and
collected information regarding the preparation for such a program and the criteria used
for selecting students to participate,
This study hypotheszed that there would be no significant cifferenes between
the urricuar outcomes in a multiage setting as compared to the curricular outcomes in a
graded setting. Specific hypotheses considered the areas of academic pI'formance, social
skills development and the attitudes toward school of parents, students and teachers
SumMY fylhe.Method fStld
This study interviewed the multiage teachers at the Thomas Jefferson
Elementary School to gain information about the goals of the nmultiage program, to learn
about the preparation needed to implement the program, and to find how students are
selected to participate in the multiage classroom
The academic performance of students was assessed through curriculum based
Math tests and informal reading inventories. Math chapter tests were administered to
students in grade three of both the multiage environment and the graded invironment.
Grades were averaged and compared statistically Informal reading inventories were
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administered to a sample of the grade three students in both the m ultiage environment and
the graded environment. The inventories were scored to determine each student's reading
level and compared statistically.
The development of social skills among students in the multiage classroom and
students in the graded classroom was assessed through student surveys,
cafeteria/playground aide surveys and discipline referals. Responses to the student
surveys were compared within the multiage group and then betweern the multiage group
and the graded group. Results were statistically analyzed and reporitd. Results of the
cafeteria/playground aide surveys were reported as were the percent iges of students
recevng discipline referrals.
The attitudes toward school of students in the multiage classroom and students
in the graded classroom were also assessed through a survey. Responses to the parent and
student surveys were compared within the multiage group and then between the multiage
group and the graded group. Results of both surveys were statistically analyzed and
reported. The attitudes of teachers in the multiage classroom and in thi graded classroom
were assessed through an interview. Responses were reported, and similarities and
differences noted,
Cioais.ins
This study found that there was a significant difference between the academic
performance of the multiage students as compared to the academic performance of the
graded students. There was no significant difference between the social skills development
of multiage students as compared to the social skills development of the graded students.
There was no significant difference between the attitudes toward school of the multiage
students as compared to the attitudes toward school of the graded students. There was no
significant difference between the attitudes toward school ofthe parents of multiage
students as compared to the attitudes toward school of the parents of graded students.
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There was no significant difference between the attitudes toward school of the multiage
teachers as compared to the attitudes toward school of the graded teachers
Kecomemldations. f Furlre St
This study attempted to investigate the curricular outcomes of a multiage
program before the entire program was completed. It would be beneficial to assess the
academicperformnance and social slls development of students ard the attitudes of
parents, students and teachers after the completion of the two year program. At that time,
the multiage cuniculum would have been covered in its entirety, and the current seeond
grade students would have completed the two year cycle. Also, standardized test results
would be available for comparison.
It may also be beneficial to include second grade graded itudents in a studyto
compare the academic performance, social skills development and attitudes toward school
of the multiage "youngers" to their graded counterparts This study targeted grade three
students, and therefore investigated the "olders" of the muliage commnunity it may prove
valuable to multiage educators and administrators to examine the imnact muliage
education has on the "youngers" of the group.
While a significant difference in social skills development was not present within
the multiage group, the second grade multiage students seemed to be more cognizant of
their developmenal delays. This awareness may be positive in that the students accept that
their classmates may be working at a quicker pace than they are. To the contrary, this
realization may have a negative impact, and result in decreased self-esteem and self-
confidence Further study is recommended to investigate this concern
Further study of race and gender is also recommended R.esearch suggests that
"a nongraded environment is particularly beneficial for Aflrican-Arneticans3, boys,
underachievers, and students oflower socioeconomic status in terms oftheir academic
performance and mental health." (Grant et al. 1995) The percentage o'black male
students in the multiage environment is 6%, and there are no black female students. The
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percentage of black male students in the graded environment is 15;%A and there are no
black female students. This small sample would make it dificult to establish conclusions
with a high degree of reliability.
An additional study could include a larger population of parents, students and
teachers. A second multiage classroom is being proposed for the next school year. If this
program should come into existence, it would involve students in g2ades four and five. A
study ofthis program along with a continuation of the original studi would include an
increased nrmber of participants. This study could also be extended to investigate the
multiage students over a period of time. Perhaps their success in futtre grade levels where
multiage education is not offered could be evaluated.
Another recommendation is to compare the multiage envi-ornment to a true
graded classroom or to a classroom where the teacher takes a traditional approach to
education The graded classroom in this study is an In-Class Support environment. One
third of the students are students with special needs. For this reason, the graded classroom
may be unlike other graded. classrooms in that it offers many approaches to learing to
accommodate the heeds of all students. In addition, the teachers in the raded classroom
take a constmctivist approach to education The use of multiple modalities coupled with a
constructivist approach to education is the foundation for multiage education. In many
aspects, the graded classroom and the multiage classroom in this stud) were similar in
instructional strategies. Further study might consider a different graded classroom setting.
A final recommendation for further study would be to look at the ability levels
of students participating in each classroom environment and also consider the teacher to
student ratio prior to collecting data. The graded classroom in this study is made up of 27
students Nine are special needs students which is 33% ofthe class. In tddition, there are
two Basic Skills Instruction students All of these students contribute to the results for
each tested hypothesis. The teacher to student ratio is approximately 13 1 There are 17
third grade students in the multiage classroom in this study of which five are special needs
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students. This is 30% of the class. All of thesw students contribute: to the results for each
tested hypothesis. The teacher to student ratio is approximately 8: Ability level and
teacher to student ratio could have implications on the success of the participants
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Please check either yes or no to answer each question.
yes a
1. Do you follow the rules at school?
2. Do you have many friends at school?
3. _At school are you taught to be kind,
thoughtful and cooperative?
4. Do you usually get along with other
students?
5. At school are you taught to be polite?
6. - _Do you think a new student would make
friends easily in your class?
7. In your class do you get a chance to make
some decisions together?
8. Do students in your class usually pay
attention to school rules?
9. Are your teachers friendly?
10. Do your teachers unfairly puniish the
whole class?
1 1. Do you get embarrassed easily at school?
12, Do you have more trouble playing sports
on a team than other kids your age?
13. Do you run slower than most kids your
age?
14. Do other kids seem to be smarter
than you?
15. Do you worry about a lot of things at
school?
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Are you as popular as other k.ds?
17. Do you get called more bad names than
other kids?
18._ Do you like to play alone at school?
19. Do you lose friends pretty easiy?
20. Do you think it's hard to make new
friends?
21. Is it hard for you to find someone to sit
with at lunch?
22. Do you know how to find help to solve a
a problem on the playground at lunch?
Please list what you LIKE about school this year.






I am in the process of writing my thesis I am comparing the multiage class to a
traditional third grade class. The research states that by observing cafeteria and
playground times, one can learn a great deal about the relationships students develop
during the school year, and also notice a lot about behavior outside o 'a regular structured
classroom. I am hoping that you Can help me by offering your impressions of student
relationships and behaviors I am only concerned with the multiage class and my third
grade class for this project f am writing to find out if you would be able to take a few
minutes to complete the questions below about the multiage class or my third grade class,




Please respond with a yes or no answer
1. I notice that the students who are under my supervision are good leaders as well as
followers, and are able to work cooperatively.
2. The students under my supervision are good decision makers and problem solvers.
3. I see my students as being self-confident and independent.
4, I see my students learing positive behaviors from their classmates
5. The students I supervise have few behavior problems.
Please write in a brief description.
6. When a behavior problem exists, the most frequent cause of the problem is.
Extra Information:
7. Would you please comment on your feelings about the class you supervise? Are there







In an effort to gather information about the Multiage 'Program, I would
very much appreciate your honest responses to the attached survey. Please be
aware that because the survey is intended to be confidential, you need not
include your name. I would like completed surveys to be retirned by Friday,
Febrary- 28, 1997
I also plan to meet with your children to collect their responses to
written surveys, as well as conduct some informal interviews.
I would like to thank you in advance for your cooperation. Your
information will help complete my research toward my Master's Degree.
Please be aware that you will be receiving a formal survey, Jistributed by the
district, at a later date. That survey will assist the school district in the





In an effort to gather information about the third grade program, I
would very much appreciate your honest responses to the attached survey.
Please be aware that because the survey is intended to be confidential, you
need not include your name. I would like completed surveys to be returned by
Friday, February 28, 1997.
I also plan to meet with your children to collect their responses to
written surveys, as well as conduct some informal interviews.
I would like to thank you in advance for your cooperation. Your






Directions: Please use the number system defined below to respond to the hst
of questions. Each question needs a number rating of 1 to 5. Please do not
assign more than one number to each question.
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = No Opinion
4 = Agree
5 = Strongly Agree
Please circle your child's grade level.: grade 2 grade 3
1. My child is currently receiving a quality education.
2. The teacher(s) is/are doing a good job educating my child in the basic
skills of reading, writing, and math,
3. The teacher(s) is/are doing a good job educating my cbild in the areas of
science and social studies.
4. The teacher(s) is/are doing a good job encouraging my child to be a
thinker and problem solver.
5. My child has an opportunity to be creative in the classroom.
6. There is an effort on the part of the teacher(s) to encourage students to be
kind, thoughtful and cooperative.
7. My child's relationship with other children is positive as a result of his/her
education.
8. My child feels comfortable attending school.
9. As a parent, I feel comfortable and welcome when visiting the
school, _
10. My child's teacher(s) is/are concerned about my child a an
individual.
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11. I feel that adequate communication exists in keeping me informed of my
child's progress.
12. The principal is responsive to questions and concerns of parents.
13. It is easy to make appointments to meet with the principal. _
14. School rules and regulations affecting students in the school are
reasonable.
15. The system of discipline used by my child's teacher(s) is
effective.
16. The amount of homework my child receives is adequate for his/her
level of ability.
17 I am concerned about my child's education during the next school
year.
18. 1 am anxious about the relationship my child will have with his/her
teacher during the next school year.
Please take a moment to respond to the following questions
19. What do you like most about your child's education during this school
year?
20. What improvements do you feel are necessary in your cild's education
during this school year?
If there is a topic that has not been addressed, or if you would like to expand





1. Do you try your best at school?
2. Do you like coming to school each day?
3. At school do you feel nervous Dr rushed?
4. At school do other people care about you?
5. Is the principal of the school fiendly
toward you?
6. Do you think the custodians at the school
do a good job?
7. In your class do students obey the
teacher?
8. If you had a problem, is there an adult in
the school you could talk to?
9. Are your teachers' instructions and
directions clear?
10. Are you busy most of the time in your
class?
11. Do your teachers treat you fairly?
12. Do your teachers make school interesting
for you?
13. Do you learn a lot from your teachers?
14. Is homework useful to you?
15. Do your teachers usually tell you when
they are pleased with your work?
16._ Are your teachers interested in the things
you do outside of school?
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Do your teachers listen when you have
something to say?
18. Are you afraid to tell your teachers when
you don't understand something?
19. Do you lose friends pretty easily?
20. Is your homework checked regularly?
21. _ Do your teachers favor some children over
others?
22. When you do something wrong, do your
teachers correct you without hurting your
feelings?
23. _ When you take a test, do you finish after
most of the other kids?
24. Do your teachers give you enough time to
think?
25. Does it take you longer to finsh your
homework than other kids?
26. Do you read more slowly than your
classmates?
27. Do you do badly on tests even when you
study?
Please list what you feel BEST about at school.
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1 .Do you feel you use developmentally appropriate strategies to teach curriculum within
your classroom? Explain
2. What, if any, grouping practices do you implement in your classrocom?
3. Explain the methods of assessment used in your classroom.
4. Do you use cooperative learning techniques in your instruction? Please cite examples of
your cooperative learning activities,
5 How would you describe the development of social saklls among your students? Do you
plan classroom activities to encourage the development of social skil;?
6. How would you describe the rapport you have with colleagues? with parents of your
students?
7. Briefly describe your classroom organization. For example, management/discipline,
curinculum, instructional delivery, student learning.
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